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Volume 16 October, 1973 No. 2 
ABA's Fellers Visits Mitchell by Roberta Keller 
"What is an American Bar Asso-
ciation membership worth to me, 
an individual lawyer?" 
This was one of the questions 
posed by William Mitchell students 
to James D. Fellers, ABA presi-
dent-elect, who visited the school 
last month for a brief, informal ses-
sion with students and faculty. 
One student, a senior, asked 
whether the ABA could do anything 
for the individual lawyer in his day-
to-day practice. He said that to him, 
membership in the ABA was merely 
a status symbol of belonging to a 
national professional organization. 
Fellers told the students that an 
active member could, through ABA 
committees and programs, actually 
participate in the improvement of 
his or her field of law. 
The American Bar Association is 
constantly working in every branch 
of the law to improve things in the 
public interest, Fellers said. 
He referred to the problems of 
the rights of the mentally ill and of 
the lower middle class people who 
are frightened of attorneys and le-
gal costs. These people don't know 
how to get an attorney or whether 
they even need one, he said. "Some-
body has got to be responsible for 
finding a way to serve these peo-
ple," he said. 
Fellers also mentioned legal aid 
and pro bono programs being devel-
oped by the ABA. 
However, if a lawyer prefers to 
be lazy, he or she can, at the mini-
mum, receive insurance benefits 
and informative publications from 
the organization, Fellers said. 
There are many opportunities to 
become involved on a student level 
with what is happening, said Fell-
ers. A number of state and county 
Bars offer free law student mem-
bership, with non-voting status on 
committees. "On a national level 
we are working them (students) in 
more and more, in various sections 
and committees. They seem to like 
it very much," he said. 
The Law Student Division (LSD l 
of the American Bar Association is 
an excellent opportunity for stu-
dents to become involved, said Fell-
ers. There are only 36,000 members 
now. "I don't understand why every 
student in the nation isn't a mem-
ber," he said. "LSD has great pro-
grams." 
Fellers explained that involve-
ment of law students in the Ameri-
can Bar Association was gradual. 
The organization used to consist of 
"old cronies" who would not consid-
er taking in law students, he said. 
Gradually law students were of-
fered membership, but separate 
from the regular group. After a 
time the organization began to work 
students into committees. "Now 
there is a feeling that law students 
can make a contribution to improv-
ing the field of law," said Fellers. 
One of the students at the meet-
ing asked Fellers, "What can be 
done to get rid of the bar exam?" 
Fellers had little to reply. 
Donald Horton, senior and presi-
dent of the Student Bar Association, 
expressed student concern with the 
time span between a student's grad-
uation in June and the announce-
ment of Bar Exam results, usually 
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The report on the July 1973 Minnesota Bar Examination shows that 86 ~,,, 
ABA PRESIDENT-ELECT TOURS WILLIAM MITCHELL-James D. Fellers, left, 
stopped for a moment with Dean Hiedenreich as they toured the law school 
on Feller's recent visit. 
in early October. This time repre-
sents up to four months in which a 
graduate is not licensed to practice. 
Even if the graduate is hired to a 
permanent position, he or she is of 
little professional worth until ad-
mission to the Bar, he said. 
Fellers could do little but sympa-
thize with the problP-m. He suggest-
ed that some states permit the law 
student to take the Bar Exam be-
fore graduation, with admission to 
the Bar contingent on the student's 
completion of the course. 
Horton pointed out that a formal 
proposal to allow seniors to take the 
exam in February was rejected by 
the Minnesota Supreme Court last 
spring. 
Fellers assured the students that 
there are lots of people, including 
active members of the ABA, who 
are concerned with placing law 
graduates. 
Fellers was in the Twin Cities as 
a part of "Operation Caravan," a 
nationwide effort of the ABA to 
meet with all local bar officials in 
the country. He visited regional 
centers of Boston, Chicago, the 
Twin Cities, Seattle 'and Los Ange-
les as a part of the program. 
Fellers, from Oklahoma City, 
will take office as president at the 
national ABA meeting in August, 
1974. 
Lief Nelson, third year student at 
William Mitchell, has raised nearly 
three hundred dollars for the March 
of Dimes. 
he completed the walk, and agreed 
that students should be given the 
opportunity to participate as well. 
By that time, the walk was only a 
week away. 
percent of the applicants who sat for this examination were passed. _f_f,i.'._;_', 
In all, 447 applicants sat for the examination. Of the total, there were li~ :~: firs:6timers ~nd 23 ~epe::rs. i~e repor! st~r~ t~at;f t~e 447 who sat, !: 
.-.-.- , or percen passe an , or percen , a1 e e ar xam. t{ 
fa B f Thehref~ere 225 graduates of the University of Minnesota who took the _i_!,_'.' 
~,,,, ar or t e irst time, of whom 214, or 95 percent, passed. Also, there were 
fa 10 U of M graduates who repeated, of whom 5 passed. i~~:1 
@ William Mitchell graduates who took the July Bar numbered 64. Of ,.-.-. I !~!\ ~~ ~':!"'ccent, passed. None ofthe 3 Mitchell g<adua te ,.,.ealffs I 
0
,_, Taking first timers together with repeaters, 93 percent of the U of M ;:';_· 
m graduates and 85 percent oi the William Mitchell graduates passed the July --
1!!! Bar. In addition to graduates of the two Minnesota schools, 145 graduates I 
fl of out-of-state schools took the Minnesota Bar in July. The 145 out-of-state ,,,,, 
'._;_'_'._~:. applicants included 135 first timers·and 10 repeaters. The results show that m 
;;~ 105, or 77 percent, of the first timers and 3, or 30 percent, of the repeaters l/1(( 
?~ earned passing grades. :=:::: 








Nelson, who had no special rea-
son to be interested in the March of 
Dimes, happened to see WCCO-TV's 
Bill Carlson talking about one of his 
charitable interests on television. 
Carlson's message, accompanied by 
some film of a young crippled child, 
caused Nelson to think. "Since the 
March of Dimes concentrates its 
research on birth defects," said 
Nelson, "and since most of us at 
Mitchell either have or will soon be 
having children, it seemed especial-
ly appropriate that Mitchell stu-
dents make some kind of commit-
ment to help the March." He ap-
proached the SBA Board of Gover-
nors, and was met with an instant 
and encouraging response. 
Nelson's idea was to secure as 
many pledges as he could from 
Mitchell students, and to enter the 
March's annual Fall Walk. The 
scheduled walk is 20 miles, at least 
for those who are able to make it. 
The Board pledged one dollar a 
mile, or a total of twenty dollars if 
. A notice was put in the weekly 
Docket, and announced that all in-
terested students could either 
pledge money to Nelson for his 
walk, or decide to make the walk 
themselves and secure pledges 
from other students. The response 
was encouraging there as well. Two 
first-year students decided to make 
the walk themselves. Parris Getty 
earned some thirty dollars in 
pledges, and Sue Peterson raised 
• thirty dollars for the walk she 
made. The pledge response to Nel-
son's upcoming walk exceeded all 
expectations. 
Nelson made an outstanding 
showing. Not only did he complete 
the entire twenty-mile walk, but he 
did it in four hours and two minutes. 
He started the waThl at 9:15 on Satur-
day morning, along with an estimat-
ed two thousand other people, and 
took only two short breaks along the 
way. He knows that at least one 
;J 1st Timers Repeaters Combined {~ 
m U of M 95% 50% 93% ,,,,,, 
m William Mitchell 89% 0% 85% :@ 
m Out of State 77% 30% 74% 1:,,, 
f.} All Schools 89% 35% 86% M 
u I 
ffl • 
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See 'Walle', page four 
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Abortion-Multiple Complications? 
An all-out lobbying effort by the Minnesota Citizens Con-
cerned for Life (MCCL) has accomplished the enactment of 
the Human Conceptus statute and the passage of a resolution 
calling on congress to consider a constitutional amendment to 
grant fetuses full civil rights. This organization, through a 
well-planned campaign to eliminate abortion, continues to 
infringe on women's rights and hinder scientific progress in 
the medical field in its attempt to force its own religious mor-
al values on others. 
The resolution states in relevant part; "No person shall 
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, from concepti~n until 
natural death, without due process of law, nor be demed the 
equal protection of the laws; ... " Resolution no. 5, H.F. no. 
479, May 8, 1973. 
The impact of this constitutional amendment would go 
far beyond the prohibition of abortion. The fetus of a ~re~nant 
widow could, for example, claim a statutory share of its mtes-
tate father's estate. Under the proposed resolution, perhaps a 
guardian would have to be appointed by ~he court t? pr~tect 
the interest of the fetus, and if the fetus fatled to survive birth, 
probate proceedings would start anew. Can a fetus file a tax 
return? Or be prosecuted for tax evasion? Can a fetus_ mak_e 
contracts and sue for torts? These are but a few of the imagi-
nable problems that could be raised. A whole new body of law 
would develop around fetal rights. 
The main thrust of objection to this proposed amendment 
though,. should not be the problems "it will raise. It sho~ld be 
against the rights upon which it will infringe. It results i~ the 
loss of all women's right to decide whether or not to termmate 
a pregnancy. It results in a step backwa1'd in family planning 
and population control, and, most importantly - it thrusts re-
ligious moral values on private behavior which is no business 
of the state nor of other citizens. The U.S. Supreme Court has 
finally recognized these private rights of female citizens, and 
to allow the MCCL and other zealots to impose their narrow 
religious beliefs on women again would be a step back into the 
dark ages. 
The second concession to the MCCL was the enactment of 
Chapter 562, Human Conceptus - Experimentation, Re-
search, and Sale. This act provides that use of living human 
conceptus, for any type of scientific, laboratory research, or 
other experimentation except to protect the life or health of 
the conceptus, or except as therein provided, shall be a gross 
misdemeanor, M.S. 145.422. Subdivision 2 provides that experi-
ments which verifiable scientific evidence has shown to be 
harmless to the conceptus shall be permitted. Subdivision 3 
provides that buying or selling a living human conceptus is a 
gross misdemeanor. 
This act, while sounding humane and commendable, has 
the effect of prohibiting valuable research that could result in 
the saving of future lives, and the prevention of such tragedies 
as the thalidomide incident of the last decade, and the stilbes-
trol problems now showing up. This act effectively stops any 
administration of experimental and common drugs to a preg-
nant woman who is planning an abortion, and prevents medi-
cal science from discovering detrimental effects of drugs be-
fore they have caused harm and injury to fetuses who will be 
born and will be wanted. 
Letters to congress are running 500 to 1 in favor of the 
right to life amendment. In view of the tremendous lobbying 
effort of the MCCL, it is imperative that proponents of wom-
ens' rights express their opinions to their state and federal 
representatives. Urge your state and federal representatives 
to take a stand against the right-to-life amendment, and urge 
federal representatives to vote against restrictions on fetal 
experimentation, which will soon be introduced in congress. 
K.T.S. 
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SBA Delega.te's Report 
by Patrick Sweeney 
Professor David C. Feller of the University of California and Secre-
tary of the Labor Relations section led off the topic discussions by summa-
rizing "The Labor Law Decisions of the Sup~eme Court - Octobe~ Term, 
1972." Concerning the Supreme Court's dec1s10ns, Feller characterized the 
Court's activity with the phrase, "Never has so little been done about so 
much." The failure of the Supreme Court to grapple with current labor 
problems and to set forth guidelines were his major criticisms. 
After his well received speech, a panel of attorneys discussed pension 
legislation. Under the topic, "Pension Legislation, the New Perspective," 
each speaker gave his opinion of how the pension legislation question should 
be solved. Vance Anderson, counsel for the House of Representatives Pen-
sions Study Task Force, stated flatly that pension legislation would come 
from this session of Congress. Recent pension crises resulti[!g from corpo-
rate bankruptcy and/or sale have brought the issue past the discussion 
point to the action stage. <Recent action by White Motor Corporation in 
regard to former employees of Minneapolis Moline is a typical example 
where a corporation is taken over but the employees and their pension obli-
gations are not.) Mr. Anderson also stated that the Hou~e Study Task F~rce 
was writing its own bill as opposed to using one submitted by the various 
See 'Report', page twelve 
OPINION 
i I 
i/ We have been warned! "~ 
f: The average American has spoken. He has told us that we it 
:!jj/ are endangered by the stigma of dishonesty, lack of integrity, :.',(:·.\,.~,.'.,  
~,,, baseness of character, and many other attributes that man ::::; 
t· does not cherish. He has told us, as law students, many of 
t whom are likely to enter a career in politics, that unless we 
/i forego such a career, we will be relegated to the ranks of 
J~ America's more despicable citizens. 





view politicians with haughty disdain. Fully two-thirds believe 
that there are congressmen who have won their office by 
unethical and illegal methods in their campaign. Only 26 per 
cent have confidence in the way the nation is being governed; 
67 per cent have had their confidence in the nation's govern-
ment shaken by the Watergate affair. 
Perhaps it appears at this point that I am prepared to 
take the stand in defense of the American politician. Not at all. 
I hold no greater admiration for many of the political manipu-
lators who govern our destiny than you do. Too often they have 
violated their trust; too many times have they resorted to 
cheap claptrap; too seldom have they .performed their public 
duties sincerely. But I do say this: that the attitude of fatal-
ism the idea that nothing can be done, will never drag this 
cou~try from the political mire. No one has ever pulled him-
self from the mud by letting himself slide. 
It is true that politicians have exploited people. Phineas 
T. Barnum once said there is a sucker born every minute. 
Some American politicians make Barnum look pale by c9n-
trast, and demonstrate daily that he was mistaken only to the 
extent that he was guilty of underestimation. 
We must, however, not be satisified to only castigate 
those who have exploited us. We must never say that politics is 
no profession for an honest man. We must promote the atti-
tude that sincere leaders should be enlisted in politics to rout 
those who would abuse the public trust. 
We need the ambition and the fortitude to correct the ev-
ils within government, and to make it the living, animatEt, ex-
pression of public thought and desire that it ought to be. 
We cannot be content to look upon the conditions that con-
front us and then resign ourselves to our unhappy fate. The 
by Stephen R. Bergerson poet J.G. Holland puts it nicely: 
;,,,i "God gave us men; a time like this demands 
~\~ Strong minds, great hearts, true faith, and ready hands; 
U Men whom the lust of office does not kill; 
l.i.l.l.\,• Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy; 
Men who have honor, men who will not lie; 
¥ Men who ca.n stand before a demagogue 
)if And damn his treacheries without winking; 
t Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog f: 
f In public duty and private thinking. \ 
{. For while the rabble with their sun-worn creeds, % I ~~~~~~~ I 
,] Mingle in selfish strife, lo! freedom weeps, . . ;ii 
f: Wrong rules the land, and waiting justice sleeps." :;~ 
- I I • ·:,· f! 
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Curriculum 
Committee To 
Hold Open Meetings 
The Curriculum Committee, in its 
consideration of possible curricu-
lum revisions, decided to hold two 
open meetings. The purpose of the 
hearings is to solicit student sugges-
tions. 
The first hearing was held at 8 :30 
p.m. on Tuesday, October 30th, and 
the second is scheduled for 8 :30 
p.m. on Tuesday, November 13th. 
The location will be announced in 
the weekly docket. 
The meetings are part of the 
committee's efforts to gather infor-
mation and opinions on the current 
curriculum at William Mitchell. In 
addition, the committee is survey-
ing the curricula of the other night 
law schools of the nation, as well as 
national studies on curriculum revi-
sion. It is hoped that recommenda-
tions on curriculum change will 
emerge from the committee by ear-
ly 1974. 
The committee is chaired by pro-
fessor Roger Haydock and includes 
faculty members Joseph Daly, Wil-
liam Green, Richard Sachs and 
Michael Steenson, and student 
members Greg Gaut and Joe Mar-
shall. 
Gaut said students from all four 
classes are strongly urged to take 
this opportunity to express their 
criticisms, suggestions and opinions 
at one or both of the sessions, either 
orally or in writing. 
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1 STATEMENT OF POLICY Ii 
filJi Stud TthBe WAILLl~t· MITfCthHeEWL!-11· 
0
amPIMNI1_QthNce:f cfo~!lig. ~hi: L!~ ~:~ \.(.l.f.:,;, )I en ar ssoc1a 10n o 1 1 .. 
:;:,~ the purpose of educating and informing Mitchell students and al- @ 
''''
1 umni of current issues and affairs of law and the law school. In fur- fo 
:; therance of that purpose, the OPINION will present the views of it 
·-- any student, faculty member, alumni, or the administration. jJ 
=~l The OPINION will endeavor to fully and thoughtfully consider all : 
:.•=,_l;:;;!·:,.:' ,,.::,.··::,;__ ;~~~~~o~ ::!~r:~:;::a~~:v;ri~~:~a:~p;rr:\~~:::!;~1~: 1!r t that.freedom of the press within the law school is no less a funda- .,,.,, 
mental right than outside the law school; and in view of the OPIN: {\ 
ION's recognized responsibility to the members of the student bar,. m 
:
:,_l:,_i,.v,;·,'.·~,)' practicing attorneys, and faculty and administration of the law [j;; 
,~ school. Editorials represent only the opinion of its writers. # 
ti 




It is painfully evident to everyone, students, faculty and admin-
istration, that William Mitchell College of Law desperately needs 
more space if it is to maintain a sound program of legal educat-
PAGE 3 
we have asked the faculty to put up with less than adequate condi-
tions. 
Students are painfully aware of the limited amount of space for 
student bar, clinical program and law review activities. It is amaz-
ing that the members of the student bar association have been so 
vital and active when they have virtually no space in which to func-
tion. Our law wives group will have to meet in other facilities from 




ion.Our building has only five usa-
ble classrooms ; on any given eve-
ning we need about 14 or 15 rooms. 
This means that we must rely on 
our friends at St. Thomas College 
to provide the necessary additional 
space. While the St. Thomas class-
rooms are satisfactory they are far 
from ideal for law school purposes. 
They contain tablet arm chairs 
(which are rather difficult to use 
when a student has to cope with a 
notebook, a casebook and often a 
volume of regulations or statutory 
material l and for the most part are 
really too small for the number of 
students that we must put in them. 
This situation is rapidly assuming emergency proportions. Our 
trustees have considered various alternatives throughout the past 
three years but have not yet resolved the problem. Various possibil-
ities have been considered: (1) we might acquire land nearby and 
there build a second building which would be used for classroom 
facilities keeping the library and administrative offices in the pre-
sent building; (2) we might acquir(;? an existing facility , preferably 
something in the midway area, which could be converted to our 
purposes (unfortunately few buildings with sufficient space for our 
needs are available and those which are large enough require sub-
stantial remodeling before they could be used as law school facili-
ties ); (3) a third alternative might be to build a completely new 
building in another location, an expensive, time-consuming and dif-
ficult project. Concern 
:
1 
While in theory, having the 
.. students attend class in one build-
ing while the library and administrative offices of the school are 
located across the street is no great problem, in fact, this arrange-
ment creates serious communications problems and discourages 
students from using the library and from consulting with the faculty 
and administration. The problem is eased somewhat by the publica-
tion of the Docket, the weekly information sheet, but it is hard for a 
student who spends nearly all of his time under someone else's roof 
to feel close to-the law school. 
All of these alternatives take money. New construction is ex-
ceedingly expensive as is the acquisition and remodeling of existing 
facilities . The trustees are faced with the task of securing the best 
physical facilities for our students while obtaining the most value 
for our limited funds. As might be expected there is not readily 
available a substantial reservoir of money to tap for this purpose. 
Perhaps some could be borrowed but in the long run most of it would 
have to be raised through contributions and donations from various 
individuals, corporations, law firms and other friends of the school. 
A fund drive designed to raise several million dollars is a major 





Furthermore, the present building has serious deficiencies in 
the physical arrangements of the library and ancillary facilities. We 
can seat only aver, small portion of our student body at any given 
moment in the library and the stacks are so crowded as to preclude 
any extensive expansion through normal growth, much less the ad-
dition of a significantly larger number of volumes. Not only do ABA 
standards require expansion in the size of our library and an in-
crease in seating space but simple educational needs demand it. 
Similarly our faculty office space is dismal: we have tucked 
one office deep in the bowels of the storage room ; we have cannibal-
ized one classroom for several small, hot, noisy offices. In general 
As this is written the trustees are evaluating the alternatives 
and possibilities; we hope that a definite decision w,ill be made with-
in the next few weeks. Even when that decision is made, however, it 
does not mean that we can look forward to an immediate move or a 
quick expansion. Whether we build close to our present building or 
buy another building and remodel it, it will take considerable time 
before we are ready to occupy additional space. The students and 
faculty have been remarkably patient and understanding about our 
problems and we hope that we will have their continued indulgence 
until the appropriate solution can be arrived at and implemented. 
One of my fellow students and I were having lunch the other 
day in the IDS Center s Crystal Court. Amid the sparkle and shine of 
the building one had the impression that you were witnessing some 
sort of giant butterfly that bad broken through its cocoon of gray 
concrete. 
asking a few questions. How many of us, if we were to overhear a 
person say to a group of others, ' ldon t care - lawyers are a bunch 
of s1iysters and crooks ' would have enough pride in our profession 
to break into that discussion, identify ourselves as a prospective 
Attorneys at Law and demand to know why tha t remark was made? 
Apparently both of our thoughts And, how many would be able to explain why lawyers are important 
were so lifted because after we in a manner sufficiently convincing to force the speaker to re-eval-
dined, and later walked, we found uate his position? 
ourselves talking about our status How we'd respond to such a question is not a law school "hypo-
as senior law students and our new thetical' ' any more. Thanks to the Watergate, et. al., we can now 
life to come. We talked about how expect such comments to come even more frequently almost 
we really wondered where we were everywhere we go. Yet, I think many of us would ju t let it pass and 
going, and what it was going to be not get involved. Letting it pass is an alternative I guess. At least it 
like to be a lawyer. Both of us felt is if we feel that never reaching our full potential as attorneys is not 
that, somehow, we had been short- really a very big deal because I think that is the consequence of 
changed by the law school, in that letting it pass. · 
we should have been talking about We have all embraced a profession for which the society in 
that right from the start. which we live has little tolerance, and no understanding. We cannot 
We felt that because of not go out to face that society without a knowledge of where we came 
___ ...... talking about it, we had no goal, from , or without an understanding of our own abilities and limita-
;:;:;::::::: precious little pride { except for our immediate accomplishment of 4 tions, or without pride in ourselves and the service we are about to 
:,;._._._._._ 
fa), years of law school) , and a general feeling of a lack of motivation. I render. If we do, we will never be able to establish ourselves as wor-
ih know there are at least a few other students who share that lack of thy of the respect and trust which is essential if we are to take any t~~:: motivation. role in really helping that society. 
j::'.,,'t:._·:_ ..._;::_:.'._::_l .. i-,_.~,,~-·-,i l_ fact ~:~~~ ~~~1;~~1~~:~f i~i:re/!~1~:!~0:::. v;;~t:~i::g!~: hund~:Jsyii=trn~\fo::~ ;:r:r~~~:~se~;~n~~~t:~v:~:! 
_, :~ going. body of legal knowledge, but practically no knowledge of what it 
Do we have to feel the way we do at this point in time? Is it just means to be a lawyer. Not only is time wasted while they learn what 
:;?i~ part of breaking out of our cocoon? Or, if perhaps we knew more it means to be a lawyer - a process which could take from two days 
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Lief Nelson, third year Mitchell student raised neariy $300 
on his walk for The March of Dimes. ' 
WALK, continued from page one 
person finished before him, and of 
two grade school-aged youths who 
claim to have, "but I have some 
reservations about their claim," he 
said. "Those short legs would have 
had to move mighty fast." He 
thinks they might have been pulling 
his leg more than they were using 
their own. 
Because he completed the entire 
walk, the pledges from the various 
classes totaled these amounts: 
Student Bar Association . . .. $20 
First Year, Section 2 .... ... $41 
First, Year, Section 3 ... . . . $10 
Second Year, Section 1 .. . .. $16 
Second Year, Section 3 .. . . . $39 
Third Year, Section 1 .. ... . $26 
_ Third Year, Section 2 ...... $68 
Third Year, Section 3 ...... $55 
Nelson pointed out that since 
making the walk he has learned that 
prizes are given to the person who 
secured the highest number of 
pledges, to whoever raised the most 
money for the March of Dimes, and 
to whoever•?name is drawn · in a 
general drawing. The prizes include 
a stereo donated by Musicville, a 
hundred dollar savings account 
from American National Bank of St. 
Paul, and two fifty-dollar savings 
accounts contributed by Northwest-
ern National Banks of Minneapolis. 
Nelson said that if he wins any of 
the prizes, he will donate it to the 
March of Dimes. 
The Walk, which began on Minne-
haha Parkway near the Ford Park-
way Bridge, followed a rectangular, 
OPINION 
and at times, quite scenic, course, 
which came back to the point of ori-
gin. When asked what the nicest 
thing he saw along the walk was, 
Nelson immediately replied, "My 




Bob Nardi, Justice of the Mitch-
ell's chapter of the Phi Alpha Delta 
(PAD) law fraternity, has an-
nounced that Hennepin County At-
torney Gary Flakne has agreed to 
speak at the fraternity's next lunch-
eon. Flakne, who only recently re-
placed George Scott when he was 
appointed to the Minnesota Su-
preme Court, has found his office 
continuously involved in a number 
of politically controversial issues 
since taking office. Flakne is an 
alumnus of William Mitchell, and 
graduated from here in 1960. 
The luncheon, which will be 
PAD' s second of the school year, is 
scheduled to be held on Saturday, 
Nov. 17, in the Director's Room at 
the Normandy Village, downtown 
Minneapolis. A social hour begins at 
11 a.m., and will be followed by the 
luncheon and Flakne's informal 
talk. 
All students are welcome to at-
tend, whether PAD members or 
not. A cover charge of fifty cents is 
planned to defray incidental expen-
ses. Students will have the opportu-
nity to order whatever they please 
from the menu. 
Nardi said that other prominent 
people from the legal community 
had indicated their interest in 
speaking at upcoming luncheons, 
including Ramsey County Probate 
Judge Andrew Glenn and Assistant 
Ramsey County Attorney Joseph 
Cartwright, as well as State Attor-
ney General Warren Spannaus. 
Four One-Act Plays 
Remain Popular At School 
by Rick Glanz 
There is a very interesting drama playing at William Mitchell 
Theater-In-The-Round and we're all members of the cast. Freshmen 
start the masterpiece each year at orientation, and the seniors act 
out the finale at graduation. The same play repeats each year with 
each class acting out a different part. The performances and the gen-
eral subject matter of the play don't seem to change from year to 
year, but we must admit that we' re only witnessing a small arc in the 
great circle of legal enlightenment. 
Changes in the law are slow, and the changes in legal institu-
tions are slower. 
The first act of the drama has its setting in a mental boot camp, 
and the freshmen class is the new batch of recruits. Self confidence 
does not exactly reign in those early days and, if most freshmen were 
honest, they would admit that they are in law school because they 
di~n't have t~e confidence to attack the world with only one degree. 
This sell-confidence gradually wanes into lethargy and culminates in 
a panic one month prior to the bar exam. 
Take, for ex~mple, the purchasing of books. Except for a few 
enlightened students who are purchasing Gilberts, the vast majority 
of freshmen are arming themselves with text books, horn books, and 
anything that will fit under their arms. Seniors, and some third year 
students, on the other hand, are known to select courses on the basis 
of total capital outlay for books. To combat this attitude it seems 
some professors have taken to the practice of misrepresenting the 
price of books for their class. Just ask someone about Securities 
Regulations to see how far things have gone. 
Another typical example of the difference in the different 
classes is the quality and quantity of note gathering material. The 
freshmen come equipped with an arsenal of colored flairs, cross 
pens, and highlighters. And, of course, there is a different color note-
book for each class and a color generally corresponds symbolically to 
the subject matter : green for property, black for contracts, and red 
for criminal law, etc. 
Seniors, on the other hand, usually come equipped with a few 
pages from a yellow pad and a Bic pen. Some persons have been 
known to make it through a whole semester of classes with one yel-
low pad. 
One of the main sets for the drama is the library. The freshmen 
are generally quiet, making only grunting and slurping noises as;they 
chop through their case books. Occasionally one can hear the high 
pitch of a flair pen as it streaks across the page of a tort book. Second 
year students can be found walking around the library glancing at 
books and trying to spot a freshman to sit near so they can impress 
them with their copy of the I.R.C. or the U.C.C. Third year students 
can be found by locating most of the chatter. By the third year, stu-
dents have for the most part, given up concentrated study in our "li-
See 'Theater', page five 
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TH EATER, continued from page four 
brary." Even a new pencil sharpener won't Jessen the noise level to a 
tolerable limit. As for seniors, they are hard to locate, most having 
given up long ago. 
The dress code is also an interesting phenomenon. In the fresh-
man year people have been known to wear Jevis all day and change 
into their suit at night. This gives the impression that they are hold-
ing down some prestigious clerking job instead of watching Jeopardy 
and Dial Five every day. Upper classmen are quick to discard the 
suits that they wear all day and put on some comfortable garb. 
Comments change from saying, "I don't study" and trying to 
be cool to saying, "I don't study" and stating a fact. 
The whole dialogue about grades is probably the most well 
played part of the drama. Freshmen are all fighting for survival as 
rumors circulate about a 75% attrition rate. Everybody just wants to 
get by until grades come out and then the "bitch lines" form. Second 
year is even more obnoxious because everybody is fighting for class 
rank. The threat of flunking has diminished and everyone is out to 
prove what intellectuals they are. This motivation generally slows in 
the third year and skids to a screeching halt senior year, (except for a 
few freaks who want to have a Latin phrase next to their name on the 
graduation program). The school realizes this problem and has con-
jured up a special achievement award for those third and fourth year 
3.Chievers who can out perform all their classmates. 
It's interesting also to see how questions change during those 
four sweet years. A freshman discussion may center around civil 
rights and other grandoise topics, while the questions take a rather 
practical turn towards fee arrangements, collection remedies, and 
job prospects during the senior year. 
After all, man lives by bread alone only when he has no bread. 
Robert Labat, left, and John Olson talked about 'Financial 
Planning for the Seventies.' 
The Extra Hour 
Financial Planning Experts Talk 
Editors Note: 
The Extra Hour is the name for the 
WMCL Speakers Bureau. On the first 
Tuesday of each month during the school 
year, it brings speakers from the Twin 
Cities to Mitchell to talk to Mitchell stu-
dents on various topics related to the law 
or the practice of law. 
The Extra Hour, in seeking to comply 
with new SBA requirements that Seniors 
do not act as Chairpersons of standing 
committees, is looking for an interested 
first through third year student to act as 
Chairperson for the Extra Hour. The 
person chosen will be responsible for the 
program and may run it however he or 
she chooses. Don Horton, present chair-
person, will act as Senior Advisor (S.A.) 
to the new Chairperson. Anyone interest-
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Robert Labat has been giving lec-
tures throughout the Twin Cities 
and the United States, and the SBA 
was pleased to have him and his 
associate, Mr. John Olson, at Mitch-
ell for the October Extra Hour. 
Labat and Olson presented a fast-
moving presentation entitled "Fi-
nancial Planning for the 70' s." Al-
though the title might have suggest-
ed that a dollar and cents presenta-
tion was going to be made, the duo 
nonetheless presented an impres-
sive overview of the practical ques-
tions involved in financial planning. 
The "How Much" and "Where" of 
allocation of investment funds, as 
well as the concepts of the correct 
choice and use of benefits which a 
person might decide to have his pro-
fessional association award him 
were also discussed. 
An interesting point was made by 
Labat and Olson of a concept whose 
time has probably come. That is the 
concept of a family financial coun-
seling program not unlike those fi-
nancial consultants used by corpo-
rations today. The "family board" 
would be made up of a lawyer, an 
accountant, and a banker who would 
meet with the family on a periodic 
basis to evaluate the financial sta-
bility and progress of the family and 
make recommendations as to how 
to improve the family's financial 
condition in the future. (If the rest 
of the world has a checkbook that 
looks anything like mine his idea 
may achieve unanticipated suc-
cess.) 
The program presented an inter-
esting approach, and provided some 
food for thought for those who plan 
on helping a client with financial 
planning, rather than bailing him 
out after he has gotten into some 
sort of trouble on his own. 
On November 6th The Extra Hour 
will present Mr. Michael Wether-
bee, Head Legal Counsel for the 
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union. 




The Student Bar Association, at 
its monthly meeting held on Oct. 6, 
1973, unanimously passed a resolu-
tion calling for the replacement of 
all seniors who chair any of the 
SBA's Standing Committees, with 
lower classmen. The purpose of the 
resolution is to insure the smooth 
functioning of these committees 
after the present senior chairmen 
leave. In some cases, the lower 
classman who is chosen to replace 
the senior chairman will work hand 
in hand with the senior chairman 
for a portion, and possibly all of the 
remaining academic year. The se-
niors will continue to function as 
senior advisors to the respective 
committees. 
The Standing Committee Chair-
menships presently open to lower 
classmen are: Professional Qualifi-
cations - Donald Horton, present 
chairperson; Social Affairs - Tina 
Isaac, present chairperson; Speak-
ers Bureau - Donald Horton, pre-
sent chairperson; Constitutional 
Reform - Tina Isaac, present 
chairperson; Scholarship Commit-
tee - Stephen Doyle, present chair-
person. 
Students interested in chairing 
any of these various committees 
are to contact their Student Bar 
Association representative or sign 
up on the sheets provided in the 
Used Book Store no later than Nov. 
10. 
Catering Service 
Added To Lounge 
The SBA, in response to many 
requests from students, has made 
arrangements with a local catering 
service to be in the student lounge 
on a regular daily basis. 
The Joe Williams Catering Ser-
vice began serving fresh sandwich-
es, salads, coffee and pastries dur-
ing the week of October 21st. Pre-
sent plans are that the caterer will 
be in the lounge from 4:30 until 6:30 
each school day throughout the 
school year. 
Many students had indicated that 
they would prefer to eat their eve-
ning meals at the school if a wider 
variety of fresh foods could be made 
available. In the past, students have 
had to rely on vending machines in 
the lounge. 
The Williams Catering Service is 
well-known in the metropolitan 
area, and services a large number 
of large lunchrooms and cafeterias, 
including the Hamms Brewery, 
Webb Publishing Company, and 
Western Electric. They also supply 
the food to the Friars Dinner Thea-
ter. 
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SATURDAY MORNING FOOTBALL ACTION IS FURIOUS. 
Response To First Intra-
Mural Program Is Great 
by Peter Hill 
Have you ever wondered what a 
law student does on Saturday morn-
ing to shake the cobwebs from a 
week of rugged study and a Friday 
evening of rugged drinking? If you 
guessed that they watch cartoons, 
you are wrong. This year, Saturday 
morning provides a full schedule of 
intramural sports for the Mitchell 
law student. 
This is the first year for the intra-
mural sports program, and the re-
sponse to and interest in the pro-
gram have been overwhelming. The 
idea for the program grew from 
some highly competitive "pick up" 
game involving last year's first 
year class. Through the cooperation 
of the Student Bar Association and 
Dean Heidenreich, the program was 
established in late August. 
The intramural football program 
opened on September 29, and cur-
rently has ten tag football teams 
competing. The action has been fu-
rious each Saturday as the teams 
scrap and scramble for superiority. 
The games begin at eight a.m. ev-
ery Saturday, and continue on the 
hour until noon. If you like good 
football, go see the Vikings, but if 
you enjoy seeing your classmates 
out of breath and dragging, go see 
an intramural game at St. Thomas 
intramural field on Saturday morn-
ing. 
One of the shortcomings of the 
program, thus far, has been its ina-
bility to attract the women stu-
dents. Only one woman has been a 
regular participant, and she has led 
her team to an as yet un-victorious 
season. 
Volleyball will begin in mid-No-
vember, after the conclusion of the 
football season. Following the vol-
leyball season will be basketball, 
badminton, tennis, softball and golf. 
To enter a team in any sport a ros-
ter and a $20.00 entry fee is re-
quired. 
Accident insurance is available 
for participation in all sports for $2. 
All sports are open to both men and 
women students. Any person inter-
ested in being a referee is asked to 
leave his or her name and phone 
number on a sheet of paper in the 
SBA box in the main office. 
ATTENTION! 
Attorneys-Lawyers 
Unique opportunity for person with 6 months or more 
general practice experience, to establish corporate legal 
office. Generous firm, good fringe package, $14-20 
thousand. R-140. 
CALL OR WRITE DICK BROWN 
WALKER 
Employment Service, Inc. 
310 Baker Building 339-0961 
Chris Columbus Is 
Looking For Business 
We Can Offer Prompt Delivery On Depositions 
No extra charge for 
three, five, or seven-day 
delivery of the transcript 
We're In Our 22nd Year Of Serving The Legal Profession 
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL AT 224-5415 
Court Reporters: Chris Columbus, Ade LaVelle, Glenn Mares, Judi Bathurst, 
Kathy Ricci, Mark Dahlberg, Wayne Miller, Carl Kispert, Lois Miller, Dave Campeau. 
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/Before this year, I used 
to think Moot Court 
would be kind of silly./ 
HACHEY 
/Every student should gain 
a familiarity and security 
in a court setting./ 
/I like to make my point 
dramatically, so students 
don/t forget it./ 
OPINION 
Opposing counsel 'approach the bench' during Moot trial. 
Moot Court Frenzy Is Underway 
There's an unusual excitement in 
the halls of William Mitchell on 
Monday and Wednesday nights. It's 
not the freshmen abuzz about proxi-
mate cause or offer and acceptance. 
It's that most law school-weary 
group of all, the seniors, waiting for 
Moot Court to begin. 
Moot Court, along with the new 
clinical program, offers the only 
practical experience in pre-trial and 
courtroom techniques the Mitchell 
student is likely to get before facing 
the reality of practicing law. And 
after three years of academic 
drudgery, even a reasonable fac-
simile of real life seems to be tantil-
izing. 
"Before this year I used to think 
Moot Court would be sort of silly," 
said one senior who volunteered to 
try his case early in the semester, 
"but I've been on the phone with my 
adversary so often and yelling at 
him so much, my wife asked what 
was wrong." 
His degree of involvement seems 
to be typical. Student interest in 
Moot Court has traditionally been so 
high that some years back the deci-
sion was made not to count the 
course in the overall grade average. 
Students were devoting so much 
attention to Moot Court that other 
courses suffered. That change, 
however, appears to have made lit-
tle difference in student attitudes 
toward the course. 
The course is taught by District 
Judge Ronald E. Hachey and Rob-
ert W. Gislason, a trail attorney. 
The two, both William Mitchell 
graduates, have taught the class 
together since 1961. Their students 
benefit not only from the dual 
perspectives of an experienced 
by Jeanne Schleh 
judge and an experienced trial law-
yer, but also from the wide acquain-
tanceship each has within the Min-
nesota bar. Gislason and Hachey 
are particularly proud of the partic-
ipation of prominent Minnesota ju-
rists, prosecutors and defense attor-
neys in the Mitchell Moot Court 
program. In recent years, 60 to 70 
annually have given their time for 
lectures or demonstrations or to 
hear cases. With this year's larger 
class, it is hoped as many as 100 
outside lawyers will be involved. 
The purpose of the course, as Gis-
lason sees it, is "to give the student 
his first experience in putting to-
gether the substance of law and 
applying it in a simulated fact situa-
tion." 
According to Hachey, the purpose 
is "to learn the fundamentals of the 
trial of a lawsuit. Every student 
should learn the proper attitude 
toward the court and court person-
nel and gain a familiarity and secu-
rity in that setting. Without (Moot 
Court), it's problematical whether 
they' 11 ever get it." 
Here's how the course works: 
Students work in teams of two 
against an adversary team. Both 
sides are given the same fact situa-
tion and told who the witnesses are 
and what the witnesses know. From 
then until their assigned trial date 
it's up to each side to prepare its 
case for its client (plaintiff or de-
fendant) by research and investiga-
tion, interviewing witnesses, using 
techniques of pretrial interrogato-
ries, discoverY. and stipulation, and 
preparing jury instructions and trial 
briefs. 
At 6 p.m. on the day of trial, the 
four attorneys brief the judge on the 
-
facts of the case, and at 6:30 p.m., 
court - and class - is convened. 
Strict courtroom procedure is fol-
lowed from jury selection (in atten-
uated form in the interest of time), 
to opening arguments, to direct and 
cross examination, to closing argu-
ments. Presentation is divided 
evenly between the two members of 
each team. The jury is instructed by 
the presiding judge (Hachey, Gis-
lason or a guest) and retires to de-
liberate. 
While the jury is out, each mem-
ber of the class submits a written 
critique of plaintiff's and defend-
ant's lawyers, and the judge cri-
tiques the case. 
After the jury returns its verdict, 
the class departs from strict court 
procedure and is permitted toques-
tion the jury (why it decided as it 
did, what the turning point in the 
case was, etc.) . Jurors are also in-
vited to comment on the presenta-
tion of the case. Jury panels are 
made up of volunteers from local 
high school and college classes. 
(The administration of this part of 
the program is a project of Law 
Wives.) 
The whole affair may last as late 
as one, or two in the morning. Now 
that's enthusiasm, both on the part 
of the students and their teachers. 
· A student's grade, interestingly, 
is determined by the average grade 
given him by his classmates and by 
the judge's grade, with more weight 
given to the higher of the two 
scores. 
Since most students expend so 
much effort in preparation for Moot 
Court it is unfortunate the effort is 
not recognized in the GP A accord-
ing to Judge Hachey. There is no 
See 'Moot Court', next page 
I 
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MOOT COURT 
continued from page six 
particular correlation between a 
brilliant academic record and suc-
cess in trial law. Both men say they 
are often contacted for an opinion 
on a student's Moot Court perfor-
mance by prospective employers. 
i'There is no particular correlation between a brilliant 
academic record and success in trial law.J 
The course is open to seniors for 
four credits each semester. Until 
this year, when the clinical prer 
gram was offered as an alternative, 
one semester was mandatory. But 
almost eighty percent of this year's 
seniors elected Moot Court even 
though it's no longer required, and 
many are signed up for clinical op-
portunitie!i aS well. 
In the first semester, each stu-
dent tries one case, either as plain-
tiff's or defendant's lawyer. In the 
second semester, each student tries 
another case from the opposite side 
and in addition handles an appellate 
problem with briefs and oral argu-
ment. 
The unquestionable highlight of 
the year is a feature of the Mitchell 
Moot Court program probably 
unique in the country: a standing 
room-only night in the chambers of 
the Minnesota Supreme Court. 
The class elects from its mem-
bers four top students to prepare an 
appellate case and argue it before 
the entire panel of Supreme Court 
justices. The entire class, their 
spouses and parents attend. After 
arguments, the justices critique the 
presentation and then meet mem-
bers of the class. 
Asked what the value of Moot 
Court is to the student who never 
intends to practice trial law, Gisle-
son noted that almost every lawyer 
will still enter a courtroom a few 
times each year. It's essential, he 
feels, that a lawyer feel comforta-
ble enough in a courtroom and with 
court procedures that he or she can 
make these occasional appear-
ances. Such training in law school 
may be particularly important for 
those who will not make a career of 
trial law. 
What does it take to be a trial 
lawyer - and to be a success in 
Moot Court? 
Above all else, preparation. And 
this is more the result of hard work 
than native ability. Both see lack of 
preparation as the most common 
shortcoming of both students and 
lawyers. Gisleson, who has a repu-
tation for "eating students alive" 
when they're ill-prepared, by his 
own admission likes to make his 
point dramatically "so they don't 
forget it." A story he tells with 
'The ability to think on one's feet, 
to react quickly and articulately 
are essential.' 
Mental Commission Appointed 
WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct. 2 -
The appointment of 17 persons to a 
new interdisciplinary Commission 
on the Mentally Disabled has been 
announced by Chesterfield H. 
Smith, president of the American 
Bar Association. 
Smith, a Lakeland, Fla. , attor-
ney, proposed creation of the com-
mission to the ABA board of gover-
nors earlier this year as one of the 
most important programs the Asser 
ciation would conduct during his 
term as president. 
Announcement of the commission 
membership was made in conjunc-
tion with its first formal meeting, 
held here at the Mayflower Hotel. 
Named commission chairman 
was Jerome J. Shestack, Philadel-
phia lawyer and a former chairman 
of the ABA's Section of Individual 
Rights and Responsibilities. 
Commission members appointed 
represent a broad cross-section of 
lawyers with professional experi-
ence in legal problems of the men-
tally disabled, plus a distinguished 
group of educators, psychiatrists, 
judges, psychologists, social work-
ers, and administrators in·the men-
tal health field. An 18th member of 
the commission will be named in 
the near future. 
The commission's mandate from 
the ABA is to help solve many of the 
legal problems facing the mentally 
disabled. In cooperation with state 
and local bar associations and other 
interested groups, the commission 
is expected to recommend and im-
plement action programs designed 
to reform deficiencies in the mental 
disability system. 
Shestack explained that a recent 
ABA staff analysis of the problems 
faced by the mentally ·disabled 
showed that existing laws in this 
area often are vague and inade-
quate. 
A second major problem, he add-
ed, is that of providing procedural 
safeguards for the mentally disa-
bled, especially those who are hos-
pitalized. 
Adequate treatment for mental 
patients - from legal and medical 
points of view - and the possible 
deprivation of civil rights are two 
other major questions the commis-
sion plans to examine and act upon, 
Shestack said. 
The ABA' s involvement in the 
legal aspects of mental health dates 
back to 1944, when the Special 
Committee on the Rights of the 
Mentally Ill was established. 
As a result of the committee's 
work, a study of existing mental ill-
ness legislation was delegated to 
the American Bar Foundation 
(ABF). The Foundation has issued 
several studies in the field since 
that time. These indicate that cur-
rent legislation and practices relat-
ing to the mentally disabled are 
inadequate. 
The combined talents and efforts 
of the interdisciplinary group, the 
ABA believes, will provide the im-
petus necessary to obtain the re-
forms urgentl~ needed in the men-
tal health and legal fields. 
pride is of a certain student whom 
he castigated in particularly sca-
thing terms for poor preparation. 
The student didn't speak to him for 
the rest of the year. As a lawyer in a 
small Minnesota town years later 
he wrote back to tell him it was the 
most valuable lesson he'd ever 
learned in law school. 
There are other essentials for 
trial work. The ability to think on 
one's feet, to react quickly and ar-
ticulately, is to a certain extent a 
talent some have more than others. 
But a great deal, Judge Hachey 
feels, can be done to acquire this 
ability if the student is diligently 
prepared for his case and well 
versed in procedure and rules of 
evidence. 
Both teachers discount the silver-
tongued devil theory of trial law. 
With today's new rules of discovery, 
says Judge Hachey, the days of 
courtroom surprise are fast disap-
pearing. While the ability to present 
an articulate final argument of 
course remains important, sinceri-
ty, fairmindedness, honesty and a 
natural demeanor are at least as 
important as oratorical skills. · 
Jurors, says Gislason, look past 
the facade of forensics, tricks and 
exaggeration to the ultimate truth. 
And juries, he feels, both in Moot 
Court and in real life , exercise 
amazingly sound judgment. Looking 
back on the few bad verdicts over a 
period of time, there's almost al-
ways an explanation, often that ei, 
ther the lawyer or the client offend-
ed the jury. A common mistake, 
according to Judge Hachey, is talk-
ing down to the jurors. 
As for nerves, that's part of the 
game - both in Moot Court and in 
later trial careers. "You never go to 
court without butterflies, concern 
and anxiety," says Gislason with 
twenty years of experience to back 
him up. "If you lose that, you lose 
your effectiveness in trial." Hence, 
the occupational risks of being a 
trial lawyer : bleeding ulcers, alcer 
holism and nervous breakdowns. 
"But," · Gislason avers, "it's tre-
mendously exhilarating work.'' 
Despite the extremely full profes-
sional schedules both men already 
have, both are committed to teach-
ing anc;I to Moot Court as an essen-
tial part of the law school curricu-
lum. Gislason sees the program as 
one of William Mitchell's real 
strengths. "It's exciting," he says, 
"to observe a student's improve-
ment in poise and technique during 
the year." Hachey credits his stu-
dents with helping him to keep on 
his toes as a judge and to keep 
abreast of thinking in the law 
schools. 
But perhaps above all both are 
pleased with the feedback they have 
received from judges and lawyers 
through the state on the prepared-
ness of new William Mitchell gradu-
ates in court. 
Emphasis On Extra-Curriculars 
Freshmen Welcomed To Mitchel I 
The Freshman orientation pro-
gram held on Friday, September 14, 
gave a hearty welcome to the new 
students and provided them with a 
view of the extra curricular activi-
ties available to them. The students 
convened in St. Thomas' O.E.C. to 
hear Dean Heidenreich and Don 
Horton, S.B.A. President, introduce 
them to their new role as law stu-
dents. Professor Davies and Steen-
son added insight to the law in theer 
ry and practicality. An open house 
was held in the Mitchell college 
building and students were free to 
visit the library, the Law Review 
office, the Used Bookstore and the 
information center in the moot 
court rooms. 
The information center consisted 
of tables set up and manned by var-
ious extra-curricular groups who 
could inform new students of their 
respective activities. 
The groups represented were the 
S.B.A., the OPINION, the Lawyer's 
Guild, the placement service, Law 
Wives, the Law Student Division of 
the American Bar Association, and 
·the intramural program. In addi-
tion, a general advice table was 
coordinated by third year student 
Jim Stein. Here the new students 
could obtain information about how 
to study, how to obtain loans, what 
to expect from law school and prer 
fessors, and even where to go for 
psychiatric help. 
Kay Silverman, Chairman, and 
Allan Shapiro, coordinated the 
event, and the Law Wives generous-
ly donated their time to serve coffee 
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Legal Briefs ................ . . · ll 
The average lawyer working in a private firm experienced new 
highs in pre-tax income in 1972 according .to a recently released 
study. 
The study, conducted by Daniel J. Cantor & Co., management 
consultants to the legal profession, showed that median gross re-
ceipts per lawyer per firm were $60,500. 
Jail Conditions Violate Rights 
A Boston District Court Judge has ruled that conditions in one 
of the city's jails are so poor that they are unconstitutional. 
Judge W. Arthur Garrity cited both the Eighth Amendment's 
protection from cruel and unusual punishment, and the 14th Amend-
ment's due process in a decision to close the jail. 
My Daughter The Guard 
A California prison convict who charged in a suit filed in US 
District Court that women prison guards constitute "cruel and unu-
sual punishment" has received short shrift from a federal judge. 
The San Quentin prisoner, Larrance Hand, charged that one of 
the prison' s two female guards resembled his wife to a distressing 
degree, and that both "were in a position" to watch him bathe. 
In dismissing the suit, US District Judge Robert H. Schnacke 
said the petition suffered from the defect that the women were only 
"in a position" to violate Hand's privacy. 
In rejecting the other contention, Judge Schnacke faulted the 
reasoning, saying: 
"The same logic would apply to the admittance of female visi-
tors to prisons, the showing of motion picture films and television 
shows, and other aspects of prison life.'' > 
Justice Shocked By Advice 
The National Advisory Commission on.Criminal Justice Stand-
ards recommended such radical changes in the criminal justice sys-
tem that the Justice Department which financed the study disasso-
ciated the Department from responsibility. 
Among the Commission recommendations were: a ban on pos-
session or sale of handguns by 1983; the end of the grand jury as a 
tool of criminal prosecution; the abolishment of plea bargaining by 
1978; maximum prison sentences of five years for all except "per-
sistent, professional and dangerous offenders"; re-examination of 
laws governing victimless crimes and authorizing telephone search 
warrants for police. 
Public Access To Media 
A Florida Supreme Court decision against the Miami Herald 
has upheld a Florida law requiring newspapers to print the response 
of any political candidate, however minor, who is criticized in its 
pages. Moreover, the Court says, the candidate attacked is entitled 
to the same coverage in print as his attacker. 
The Herald intends to answer the ruling by bringing it to the 
U.S. Supreme Court. 
The case itself came about when an unsuccessful candidate for 
the Florida Legislature, blaming his defeat on the Herald's refusing 
to print his reply to a critical editorial, brought suit against the pa-
per in two lower courts. 
Don Shoemakers, editor of the Herald, fears that the implica-
:=~: 
tions of this are much more profound than a mere reply. 
If a candidate's published speech attacks a number of his oppo-
nents, each of them is entitled to a published rebuttal. The Herald 
claims the whole thing could snowball until political charges, res-
ponses, and counter-charges begin to push other news stories out of 
the paper. 
Lawyers On Strike 
Is "Legal Aid" adequate aid? Four-hundred-fifty New York 
City Legal Aid attorneys apparently said "no" to this question as 
they went out on strike to demand better working conditions and 
higher salaries. 
The lawyers' union, The Association of Legal Aid Attorneys, 
said that both clients and staff were suffering from overloaded case 
assignments, lack of office space, not enough "continuity of ser-
vices," and poor salaries - which caused talented lawyers to leave 
the Society. 
After a week, the union and management finally came to a ten-
tative agreement in which the union received most of its demands. 
Reporter's Privilege Upheld 
The issue of freedom of the press rights has come to the fore in 
Miami. 
Miami Circuit Court Judge Jack Falk ruled on June 8 that the 
Miami News cannot be forced by the courts to divulge a reporter's 
source or notes, because it is in violation of the First Amendment of 
the Constitution. 
Faulk' s ruling said: 
"The court is convinced that if the Miami News is required to 
attend the taking of its deposition to answer questions about its 
sources and to produce any or all of the information set forth in the 
subpoena that would have a chilling effect upon freedom of the 
press and would tend to dry up the sources of information which are 
available in a free society." 
The ruling came after News' Attorney Daniel Neal Heller's 
motion to quash subpoenas seeking sources and notes on Miami 
News' stories on harbor pilots. 
Falk cancelled the subpoenas and a session at which the News 
would have had to surrender the information. 
Law and Medicine 
Dr. Elliot Sagall, Medical Editor of TRIAL, has been elected 
president of the newly formed American Society of Law and Medi-
cine. Membership is open nationwide to anyone interested in the 
many problem areas which interrelate law, medicine, insurance 
and the judiciary. 
Those interested in membership should contact Society head-
quarters at 454 Brookline Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02215. 
The Society is sponsoring a symposium on ''Medicolegal Evalu-
ation of Disability in Orthopedics," to be held Wednesday, Dec. 5, 
1973 at the Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston, Mass. 
Good and Bad Judges 
Two national judicial conferences, pointed at getting better 
judges and removing bad judges, have been scheduled by the Ameri-
can Judicature Society with the help of a $43,408 grant from the Law 






Opinions rendered regarding 
handwriting, typewriting, era• 
sures, alterations, inks and 
related problems. 
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Minneapolis, Minnesota 
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LSD And Wine 
Being Promoted 
At Mitchell 
The second annual Law Student 
Division Wine Tasting Party will be 
held on Friday, November 16, 1973 
at 8:30 p.m. in 101-103. Admission 
will be limited to 200 students. 
Members of the Law Student Divi-
sion will be given priority for tick-
ets. This affair will provide an op-
portunity for all L.S.D. members at 
the school to get together. Tickets 
will be available to L.S.D. members 
from November 5 through 9. Begin-
ning Monday, November 12 , any 
remaining tickets will become 
available to the student body. An 
admission charge of 75 cents will be 
charged. The admission fee will be 
used for certain incidental expenses 
of the party, and the remainder will 






by Leif A. Nelson 
If you do not know what the retest is, look on page 22 of the Wil-
liam Mitchell Bulletin. The information contained there is as non-
comprehensive as the written rules given to students who take the 
re-examination. I am of the impression that some instructors do not 
understand the criteria of the retest and that other instructors 
would just as soon not be bothered with writing an examination 
question for the retest. 
Most students read portions of Kinyon's "Law Study and Law 
Examinations In a Nutshell." For those who have read it, did it ever 
seem as if the answer graded "good" was not actually very distin-
guishable in quality from the answer graded "marginal"? The dis-
tinguishing characteristics at times appear to be blurred. In such a 
situation, it may be fair to conclude that the examiner's grading 
scheme is subjective. SUBJECTIVE: relating to, proceeding from, 
or taking place within an individual's mind, emotions, etc. Every-
one is familiar with the quip, "Grading of essay questions is so 
subjective ... "Obviously it is, but to what extent? 
Have you ever taken a multiple choice test in which the selec-
tion of possible answers to many questions was such that they all 
looked equally convincing; so that if you had, for example, marked 
a number of B's or C's in a series you felt the next answer had to be 
other than a B or C because the instructor surely would not put the 
correct answer consistently in the same place? Imagine, if you will, 
that you are an instructor who is grading examination papers. You 
have given so many average grades (73-76) that you feel you must 
break the routine. You give a 71. So? 71 is passing, right? Many of 
the following papers appear to be of the same quality and receive 71 
or 72. Then comes a paper that is different from that last 71 or 72. 
Different enough to merit a 69 or 70? Oh well, there, 70. It just didn't 
look as good as the last 71, did it? 
Conjecture aside, I realize that grading exams is no easy task, 
and mistakes are made - not all papers graded 70 are of less quali-
ty than all 71's, and not all 75's are of less quality than all 76's. For-
tunately the grading scheme is detrimental to only a few. Unfortun-
ately, under present rules, those few may have to take the retest. 
An aquaintance had a 70.38 average for last year's course of study, 
which is a distribution approximately 67, 67, 71, 72, 73, and 73. He 
needed one point more in four of the six classes to attain a 71 aver-
age. Was that 71 a 71, that 72 a 72? He spent two years and approxi-
mately $2,500 to fail in his attempt to become a law school graduate. 
Law school was at one time the center of his life. He passed the 
formidable first year. Wasn't there an overwhelming feeling of sat-
isfaction after that first year? Now he could make more concrete 
plans for the future and even invest in dreams because few people 
fail the second year. He failed. What grief. What a bitter disillusion-
ment. Well, for only $30 he could take the retest. Fie on he who 
dredged up the retest scheme! Worse yet to those who implemented 
it and those who continued to use and condone it. What a reprehensi-
ble lack of ingenuity. Surely there are alternatives that are as fair 
to this prestigious, academically oriented school as they would be to 
one who failed to receive that 71 average. How about a probation 
system? Or requiring students who do not receive a 71 average or 
retest in those courses in which their grade was less tban 71? Or 
requiring a student who does not receive a 71 average to retake 
those courses in which he scored less than 71? Still another alterna-
tive would be to let the student choose to take the re-examination as 
it is presently administered or repeat the entire year. I was hesitant 
in ·making the last suggestion because it is harsh. Because it is 
harsh, it is probably more acceptable to the policy makers of Wil-
liam Mitchell. Finally, why not let the bar examination be the level-
er? It will be for 10-15% of the students in each graduating Mitchell 
class anyway. 
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:{:~ Over three years ago, as a freshman, I approached the since indicated that Paul Jones would be removed from the 'How ti me flies it 
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These were common feelings among students. For one of the The committee held its first meeting on June 26th, 1973. I 
most knowledgeable, educated, and respected men in criminal Paul Jones did not attend. Subsequent to that meeting, and as i 
1,,l,,.::_h,,_l;:'_ law stood before us in a manner best described as bored, con- a result of a committee determination, on June 29th, I wrote l)ji 
. . descending and indignant. It is not specifically his teaching Professor Jones and indicated that the committee had decided :::=, 
:::::: method I attack; it is the attitude students inferred from his that, in part, it was his responsibility to present to the commit- R f 1,:_f,:_-1, 
j presentations which offended our sense of dignity and sell- tee on July 24th, his report on the following topic: The Feasi- eques 
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,.,.. class on many occasions, and the late summer receipt of our ance with the request for the report. No response or attend-
) grades from him. ance on his part followed. ,,,, 
H The second year was to prove no better for many of my It is not my position that Paul Jones should be criticised fl 
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l Most recently, my concern for Paul Jones' non-involve- responsibilities as a full time faculty member at the William @ 
fi ment in the activities of Mitchell, has been heightened by his Mitchell College of Law is poor at best. % 
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._ Committee on Financial Assistance. A few days ago, we held apparent approach to his position at 1tc e 1s a natura re- ,,,:,, 
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.,i=: one exception took place on October 9, 1973, when moments ulty committee responsibilities, and maintains other full time by Stephen Doyle :_f.f_j_;_·'. 
M before the meeting was to begin, the Chairman of our commit- employment, I strongly question his ability to handle a profes-
[ __ l_.l,l,_:,l:_ tee spoke with Paul Jones in the hallway of Mitchell and re- sorship at William Mitchell. None of the preceding is a com- )';! 
, minded him of the meeting. Professor Jones indicated that he ment on his ability or qualifications. I think it does reflect his :jf 
it thought the meeting was held the week before, and had now priorities and I ask for Professor C. Paul Jones to tender his ,=~, I :::::~~:i;::n;~~ ::::i~n 7:~lte!":,,":;~:::. ~~ :: resignation from Mitchell. i, 
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f;_]j Editor's Note: Fred Finch graduated from Mitchell last year, and served as party beneficiary to an executory accord (I think) . It seemed fair N 
"· SBA President during that year. He was admitted to the Bar this past October enough and not too difficult. The second, third and fourth questions fr 
f.: and is practicing law in Minneapolis. were Real Property, Equity (which also involved a Real Estate ques- @ 
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something that somebody else had to face, I was about to sit down for ished with only a few blue book pages_ I really must have missed ,., 
N sixteen hours of concentrated agony. something by not taking the Bar review course. J:[/f 
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iht the minor perjury a lot like civil procedure. The question involved rule 12 motions in a I~/·. 
, o statmg at t ey ew me to e o go mora c aracter. shareholders derivative suit which failed to join an indispensable ·=·=· 
:] Then the letter had come advising me that I had been granted party. J 
,=,~ permission to sit for the exam, which was going to be held in the peri- I had written up a storm on civil procedure, before it dawned on J 
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:::::: fident attitude that they had all graduated at least Cum Laude from questions had been too easy! The tax question involved questions of :;:-, 
[l Harvard. At that ridiculous hour of the morning, I was so dim-witted estate taxation and income in respect of a decedent, no less. Not a )[I 
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~'.·,,,_.:_,:,=,·'._:_:_~:,_,_· :=,·'_:':· I wasn't sure I could find the right room. At last I saw someone famil- word on deductions or income attribution! I was lucky I remembered ... 
--: iar and tagged along into the building. the term " income in respect of the decedent," and having written it, ',:_:_::_:_[,!,_:, 
There were over four-hundred people in the examination room, I hadn't the faintest idea what the law says about it. 
:::::: mostly sitting four to a table, a few early-comers having quickly By the middle of the afternoon session, I was filled with the :::?.: 
fl filled the few available study carels. Ahnost everybody stood around feeling of sheer terror that I remembered, with little fondness, from ft~ 
:=:~ looking for friends making nervous small talk and gallows humor. my freshman year in law school. There seemed to be too many is- ·· 
l Someone near me was complaining about the poor quality of sues tha t I couldn't remember anything about, too many factors in j)fj 
:(~ the Bar review course. I had saved my money and studied on my own, the questions that must have affected the result, and I couldn t tell q 
,,,; so I asked a friend who sat near me if he thought it was worth it. how. =-== 
;! "Who cares," he said, "as long as my G.I. bill paid for it." I sat there The final question was on legal ethics, a subject area that I _;_f,_:l,,:,=-~,,,:: 
''* wondering if any of the glowing promises of special knowledge of the always found gray and fuzzy, despite (or perhaps because of ), May-
nard Pirsig s illustrative anecdotes. I wrote down all the magic 
words that seemed to sound like they might be related to the ques-
At last a few men who looked a lot like Nixon's presidential as- tion. since I couldn' t answer it outright, strung the words together 
sistants came into the room hearing cardboard boxes of papers and into an approximation of sentences threw my bluebooks on the pile 
bluebooks. 'The one who seemed to be the spokesperson announced and walked, wondering what it would be like to come back in Febru-
that he would call the role of those present. Someone near me began ary for a retest. 
singing the Mickey Mouse Club Song while everyone groaned loudly. In retrospect the exam questions weren't really that tough. 
It took about 25 minutes to call the role, while listening to all Any one of them, if inserted into a law school final exam would prob-
the attempts at humor by those who needed some way to retain their ably be the easiest question. on the exam, but the cumulative psyco-
identity while indicating their presence. logical effect of being confronted with probing questions in every J! by Fred Finch Despite the elaborate precautions to keep the exam contents area of the law is that the examinee begins to doubt his own ability to 
,.. secret, there were no procedures used to verify the identities of the reach a decision .. , 
j~! examinees. I wondered as I watched the exams being handed out how I drove ho~e feeling depressed over what my grades would be. f 
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Hypnosis-
A Defense? 
by Ann B. Hooten 
OPINION 
If murder can be committed by a 
person in an hypnotic trance, as al-
leged in recent trials,1 what about 
forgery? Could an individual who 
has been hypnotized simulate suc-
cessfully the signature of another? 
Could he be induced, also while un-
der hypnosis, to put his own signa-
ture on a blank sheet of paper - a 
sheet that could subsequently be 
used by another for fraudulent pur-
poses? 
To me, these questions and oth-
ers, which have received an in-
creasing amount of publicity, seem 
certain to be of growing concern to 
both Document Examiners and 
members of the legal profession. 
For that reason, I arranged an ex-
periment involving handwriting and 
hypnosis . 
Mr. Robert Baker, an experi-
enced hypnotist of the R. P. Baker 
Foundation of Bloomington, Minne-
sota, and Lawrence Beuret, M.D., a 
resident in analysis and psychiatry 
at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, 
Minnesota, assisted in coordinating 
the project. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose was threefold: to 
determine how well hypnotized sub-
jects could copy the signatures of 
others ; to see how the subjects' own 
signatures done under hypnosis 
c?Jmpared with those done in a nor-
mal state, and to discover if the 
subjects could recall actions car-
ried out in an hypnotic state. 2 
PROCEDURE 
Twenty-two volunteers were se-
lected for the experiment - males 
and females ranging in age from the 
teens to the fifties. They were divid-
ed into three groups, each group 
reporting at a separate time. On 
arrival, each person was asked to 
sign his or her name, thus furnish-
ing genuine signatures for later 
comparisons. Dr. Beuret was pre-
sent at each session. 
With the first group of subjects 
seated at tables, Mr . Baker ex-
plained the project. Each partici-
pant was then given three pieces of 
paper bearing three separate signa-
tures, along with writing materials. 
After the preliminary explanations, 
Normal State 
Genuine Signatures 
Hypnot ic Stat e 
Genui ne Signat ures 
instructions regarding the signa-
tures were given on tape, prere-
corded by Mr. Baker, thus eliminat-
ing any variables in word or tone. 
The tape asked the subjects to prac-
tice each of the three signatures for 
one minute, writing them on 
scratch pads and to check the ones 
which they felt most closely resem-
bled the originals. 
Upon completion, Mr. Baker 
asked the subjects to move to other 
chairs placed around the room . 
With soft music playing on the ster-
eo and the lights dimmed, he began 
the hypnosis, speaking softly but 
firmly to the whole group. After 
about fifteen minutes the subjects 
reached a deep, somnambulistic 
state of hypnosis. After telling them 
that they would follow his instruc-
tions and stressing that he would 
ask them to do nothing they were 
unwilling to do, Mr. Baker ordered 
them to open their eyes and return 
to their places at the tables. Using 
the taped instructions as before, he 
asked them to copy the three signa-
tures again. As a final step, he told 
them to sign their own names at the 
lower right-hand corner of a blank 
piece of paper. Then, sending them 
back to their chairs and asking 
them to close their eyes, he brought 
them out of hypnosis. In doing so, 
Mr. Baker told them that they 
would be unable to remember what 
had taken place during the session. 
The second group of subjects was 
not allowed to copy the three signa-
tures first. They went immediately 
through the hypnotic sequence , 
simulating the signatures and sign-
ing their names. After release from 
hypnosis, the subjects copied the 
three signatures again. 
The third group copied the three 
signatures, then underwent hypno-
sis and copied them again. They, 
too, signed their names to blank 
sheets of paper while hypnotized. 
After being freed from hypnosis, 
they tried the signature simulation 
again . Thus , any advantage one 
group may have gained over anoth-
er , either in practicing beforehand 
or in copying afterward, was obviat-
ed. 
RESULTS 
The groups differed somewhat in 
their recall of events that happened 
under hypnosis . When asked, all but 
one of the first group remembered 
doing the writing while hypnotized, 
but only after being questioned tho-
roughly. Most of them stated they 
thought they had dreamed the se-
quence. Half of the second group 
remembered, thinking all actions 
had been a dream. None of the third 
group could recall anything. Mr. 
Baker and Dr. Beuret attributed the 
third group's amnesia to the fact 
that they had been given a stronger 
command to forget. 
At the conclusion of the experi-
ment all the signatures were col-
lected and brought to the laboratory 
for analysis. It was obvious even to 
an untrained eye, however, that 
none of the subjects had been able 
to imitate the three test signatures 
more successfully under hypnosis 
than in a normal state. This seemed 
to corroborate the findings of 
George J . Lacy, a Documents 
Examiner, in an earlier experiment 
with thirteen persons of college 
age.3 Mr. Lacy concluded that his 
subjects had no more ability to sim-
ulate a signature while in an hypnot-
ic trance than in a waking state. The 
current experiment proved that the 
signatures executed under hypnosis 
were actually less realistic than the 
ones done before and after - they 
were larger, clumsy, and very tre- ·;-
m ulous in all aspects. 
The subjects ' own signatures 
done under hypnosis were identifia-
ble . However , in each case the 
name signed during the hypnotic 
state was larger in all detail than 
the normal signature. The size of 
signature in a case where hypnosis 
was claimed could, therefore, be a 
clue for the Document Examiner. 
This finding emphasizes the im-
portance of obtaining numerous 
genuine standards for comparison 
purposes. 
See 'Hypnosis', page eleven 
Forged Signatures 
Hypnotic State 









by Mike Fahey 
OPINION 
" It might be expected that I should say ... that what a law 
school does undertake to teach is law. But I am not ready to 
say even that without a qualification. It seems to me that near-
ly all the education which men can get from others is moral, 
not intellectual. The main part of intellectual education is not 
the acquisition of facts , but learning how to make facts live." 
- Holmes, The Use of Law Schools, in Collected Legal Pa-
pers, 35 0920 ) 
Thank you, Justice Holmes. You have rekindled my belief that 
some day, for some soul more fortunate than myself, a legal educa-
tion at William Mitchell will be a live experience, and not just a test 
of one's ability to suffer silently through four years of near bore-
dom. Oh, there are bright, stimulating stops along the way. Like 
Professor Kirwin's classes, where a student is encouraged to think 
and interact rather than merely vegetate and absorb; or Professor 
Danforth's, where a dedication to organization and summarization 
is finally interwoven with student participation. 
There are other professors who deserve commendation, partic-
ularly the newer whom I have never met in a classroom situation. 
Yet, my main concern is not those who have developed creativity 
and openness in their teaching techniques, but those who, for what-
ever reason, refuse to modify their pattern of instruction to con-
form with the developments of modern education. 
A property law teacher who lectures to his students and passes 
out reams of mimeo material , yet fails to take the initiative in cre-
ating a responsive atmosphere is not " teaching" - he is merely 
performing; a criminal law teacher whose "course" consists of 
reading a text book to his students well, he is downright insulting. 
Professors of the type described above may be fine human 
beings and competent lawyers outside of the classroom. Yet what 
they fail to comprehend is that teaching demands something m uch 
more and different from them. It demands an understanding that 
learning is, and should be, a live experience. It demands an active 
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William Mitchell 
To Host LSD 
Roundtable 
On Saturday, Nov. 3, William 
Mitchell will be on display to repre-
sentatives from other 8th Circuit 
schools who will be attending the 
LSD Fall Roundtable here. 
The program is being finalized as 
this issue of Opinion goes to press. A 
tentative schedule is as follows: 
9:30 a.m. 
General Meeting 101-102 WMCL 
10:a.m. 
Morning Workshops 
SBA Presidents and LSD 
Representatives 
Law Review Editors 
Newspaper Editors 
12 :00 noon 
Luncheon 101-103 WMCL 
1:30p.m. 
Afternoon Workshops 
Legal Clinic WMCL Annex 
Placement Programs 
Minority Recruitment Programs 
3 :30-4 :00 p.m. 
General Meeting 
Unfortunately, facilities are in-
sufficient to permit all William 
Mitchell students to attend .. S.B.A. 
Board members, Law Review and 
Newspaper staff, Clinical Directors 
and various S.B.A. committee 
chairmen will be attending in order 
to gain information about proce-
dures and programs at other 
schools. 
In the last two years, the Ameri-
can Bar Association, Law Student 
Division, has become an i~portant 
activity at William Mitchell. Con-
currently, the reputation of William 
Mitchell has become prominent 
among law schools of the 8th cir-
cuit. Last year Mitchell ' s LSD 
representative, Robert Varco, was 
appointed lieutenant governor, and 
our Student Bar Association re-
ceived national awards in two cate-
gories of LSD competition one for 
the Best SBA, and the other for the 
Best SBA Project. 
Larry Meuwissen, Mitchell ' s 
LSD representative, who is co-
ordinating the Roundtable, said he 
is hoping that the conference will be 
successful and further establish the 
leadership of William Mitchell in 
the 8th circuit. 
The topics which will be covered 
were chosen because of the com-
mon concern which is felt through-
out the circuit in regard to them. 
recognition as one learned writer puts it: 
"Emotional arousal, or the lack of emotional arousal, is a de-
terminative influence in further learning. Learning involve-
ment may be intensified if law regarding commercial transac-
tions is put in the context of immediate issues involving real 
people.· The learner may experience some greater empathy 
and emotional concern. On the other hand, a rather pedantic 
teacher who confines himself to doctrinal analysis may create 
emotional indifference in the learner that may be stronger 
than his motivation to learn . . . A problem orientation and 
one that produces a conflict of ideas is a greater intellectual 
incitement to learning than a situation that requires principal-
ly recitation and recall from a student." - Redmont, A Con-
ceptual View of the Legal Education Process, 24 Jour. of Legal 
Education 129 (1972 ) at p. 136. 
The faculty evaluations conducted last spring must be only 
the first step in the long process of improving the quality of educa-
tion at William Mitchell. If professors who are justifiably criticized 
for their performance and teaching techniques do not re-evaluate 
and re-educate themselves as to what is expected of them as teach-
ers in a modern law school, then the student body must take the ini-
tiative. We must become, in a sense, teachers of our teachers. If 
they are too proud to read about and utilize the tools available for 
making learning a live experience, then we must provide that infor-
mation. If they are too lethargic to move in the direction of improv-
ing their instruction methods, then we must not in turn become le-
thargic, we must become a constant thorn in their sides, spurring 
them to action. What I am asking is that each student become active 
and concerned about a professor who makes obtaining a legal edu-
cation pure drudgery. In becoming concerned, become outspoken, 
and critical where necessary. We should do no less, if not for our-
selves, then at least for those who follow in our footsteps. 
( 1) Redmount, A Conceptual View Of The Legal Education Process 24 Jour. of Legal 
Education 129 ( 1972 1 at p. 136. 
OPINION 
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REPORT, continued from page two 
labor or business lobbyists. Hearings on pension legislation are expected in 
1974. 
The next two speakers made it clear why the labor unions have dift1-
culty when trying to influence current legislation in the United States Con-
gress. Two diverse views were given by representatives of two large and 
powerful unions. George Cohen of the United Steelworkers of America pre-
sented the view favoring an industry related pension. This proposal called 
for a pension which would be supported by the steel industry for a worker 
who remained in the union. 
The next speaker, Jacob Sheinkman of the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers of America, spoke for the AFL-CIO position which related to a 
pension that follows the worker. The argument supporting this type of pen-
sion is that it is more realistic in view of the fact that in today's society 
workers change jobs and move so often. Furthermore, he said, such a pen-
sion would not be dependent upon the economic success or failure of a sin-
gle company or industry. Sheinkman spoke very strongly against leaving 
the individual worker at the mercy of corporate takeovers or economic 
currents over which he has no control. 
The statistical and economic complexities that will be brought upon 
by any legislation were explained by Herman Biegel of Washington, 
D.C., a representative of U.S. Steel. Changing pension plans is going to re-
sult in many uncertainties for future bargaining, he feels, and trying to an-
ticipate pension legislation and influence it will be part of future bargaining 
sessions. Biegel also emphasized that pension legislation must take into 
account the economic investment in current pension plans. 
Since the passage of the 1961 Civil Rights Act, the law in the area of 
job discrimination has grown immensely. A group of panelists discussed 
this in the program titled, " Substantive Developments Under the Discrimi-
nation Laws." 
William J. Kilberg, Solicitor for the Labor Department, told the de-
tails of the Labor Department's precedent setting case with ITT, where the 
Labor Department sued to secure equal pay and promotion opportunities 
for women. The case developed into a negotiating and bargaining session 
which resulted in millions of dollars of back pay and the reclassification of 
thousands of employees. Kilberg felt that this case will set the trend for 
other large employers and will allow future settlements to be resolved 
sooner. ITT has been the most significant decision in this area of the law 
and has received the most comment, he said. 
Other panelists discussed different types of discrimination, specifi-
cally that toward older persons and pregnant women. The Labor Depart-
ment has recently lost two federal district court cases concerning hiring 
practices which discriminate against applicants over a certain age. These 
cases are presently under appeal to circuit courts. The Labor Department 
feels that the disqualification of certain applicants because of age is in di-
rect violation of certain statutory prohibitions, but at present the courts 
have not agreed. 
The most humorous discussion for some delegates related to the is-
sue of how to define maternity leave. The question was whether this was 
absence due to sickness, illness, etc. or a planned absence. After some ini-
tial humor, heated remarks were exchanged over the question of pregnancy 
as a planned absence from work. Robert K. McCalld of New Orleans, and 
William Carey, General Counsel of the Equal Employment Commission, 
debated the questions of when a woman could be forced to quit work and 
what standards an employer could set for rehiring a woman after child-
birth, or if in fact he were required to. The problem of the employer's lia-
bility if a woman worked in spite of a doctor's advice to quit or returned 
before the doctor authorized her return was raised. The most vocal argu-
ments concerned which doctor' s opinion was final : the personal physician 
or a company paid doctor . 
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Saint Paul, Minn. 
Gwen Schmid, left, and Carole Hutchinson, chair the Law Wives' 
Arts and Crafts program. 
Wives/ Offer Arts And Crafts 
About seventy-five members at-
tended the William Mitchell Law 
Wives' second meeting of this 
school year. The meeting was held 
in Murray Hall, on the campus of St. 
Thomas, where the Law Wives will 
be holding all of their meetings this 
year. 
The large increase in the student 
body this year has meant that the 
room in which the Law Wives have 
met for years must now be used for 
a classroom, even though th_e Wives 
meet on Wednesday evenings, 
which used to be nearly free of 
classroom activity. 
Following the meeting, an arts 
and crafts show was produced, and 
many items which members have 
made were exhibited. Among the 
hobbies on display were macrame, 
stained glass, crewel, needlepoint, 
crocheting, three-dimensional pic-
tures, and sewing. 
One of the purposes of the show 
was to determine what interests 
new members might have in the 
various hobbies. Depending on the 
interest , various classes will be 
arranged and taught by members. 
The classes will run as long and 
meet as frequently as interest dic-
tates . Other possible areas are 
weaving, decopage and terrarium 
building , according to Gwen 
Schmid, co-chairperson for the pro-
gram. 
The Law Wives have scheduled 
their annual Mini Fashion Show for 
Wednesday, November 7. Members 
will be modeling various kinds of 
attire which they have created. The 
monthly business meeting will pre-
cede the show, and will begin at 7 :00 
p.m. 
The Law Wives encourage all 
Mitchell spouses to attend, whether 
presently a member or not. A social 
hour and refreshments follow each 
meeting. 




The SBA has established an emer-
gency loan fund at William Mitchell 
in memory of Robert W. Haney 
(Hejny). Haney was a first-year 
student at Mitchell last year, and 
died in an accident shortly after fi-
nals last spring. 
The Student Bar Association took 
action to donate $100.00 to the fund 
at a summer board meeting. 
Mr. Haney received his Bachelo· 
of Arts degree from the college of 
Saint Thomas in 1967, and Master of 
Arts in Teaching in 1968. He was a 
resident of Stillwater, Minnesota, 
and is survived by his wife Isla, and 
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. 
Hejny. Anyone wishing to contrib-
ute to the memorial fund may send 
contributions to the school office. 
